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  SATAN’S MUSIC SERVED UP TO KIDS 

 

 

Look at the top, the pirate hat has a skull and cross bones and between jelly telly 

there is an all seeing eye. 
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Pirates always stole things and killed others.  This represents death.  satan is 

about death.  God is about life!! 
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There is nothing cute about a skull and bones.  If you are a Christian you have to 

learn to recognize satan’s deception.  He wants you to like this stuff. 
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The truth is that “Skull and Bones” is a real cult in the secret societies.  They serve 

satan.  We should not think anything to do with death is cool or cute.  These 

people do bad things for the devil. 
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They make t-shirts for little kids.  Please learn what this is all about and don’t be 

part of this. 
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Think about what you wear, don’t wear anything that doesn’t make God happy.  

This kind of shirt makes the devil smile and this shows him that you like him and 

his products and because of that, he can then send in demons to cause you and 

your family all sorts of problems.  If you have this kind of stuff in your room, get 

rid of it and tell your parents why.  Ask them to stop buying this kind of stuff 

because God holds them responsible for what they buy for you. 
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If you own Monster High clothes, get rid of them.  You can have bad dreams and 

nightmares because of this, you can be mean and rebellious because of this.  This 

can bring in mean spirits like hate, anger, talking back, disobedience, and others. 
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Look at the logo for Rockids.  See the big K – in the occult (that’s a group of 

people that serve satan and hate God and Jesus)  they like the letter v.  They 

know in the Hebrew language a V = a 6.  To them a K is 2 V’s, one on top and one 

on bottom.    
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These are Hebrew letters (the funny looking ones) and under neath they tell you 

what it is in English.  The bad people (the occult) consider that K as 2 6’s and then 

underneath they have the word TV so there’s another v that equals another 6.  So 

there is 666.  In God’s Word, Revelation chapter 13 it tells us that the mark of the 

beast has to do with the number 666.  So let’s look at that logo again. 
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The occult likes to break up letters like splitting the K into 2 V’s.  The top of the K 

is a v and the bottom of the k is a V and then right underneath the K is the word 

TV and so right in a row there are 3 v’s which = 666.  Now look at the hair on 

those characters, satan likes triangles because they represent sun worship which 

is really worship to him and not The LORD God Almighty in heaven.  Pyramids are 

also triangles and they were built back in the time of Babylon under direction 

from Nimrod in order to worship the sun.  
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This pyramid is about sun worship to a false god named baal in the Bible.  That 

eye with the light around it represents lucifer’s eye.  People that serve satan like 

to put pyramids and diamonds on all sorts of stuff, they do this to bring in more 

evil power into this world and into their lives. 
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This show is used by the occult to program, or make people do things when they 

watch it or see things in it or hear the songs in it.  Many occult symbols are used 

throughout the movie and there are witches, wizards, magic, and all sorts of 

things that God hates in this show. 
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Veggie Tales has made this same movie that people who hate God love to watch.  

They mixed it with the prodigal son.  My mom saw me watching it and made me 

turn it off.  They were singing about following the yellow brick road and she saw a 

witch with a wand doing magic in it.  Notice in the title it says WIZARD. 

Deuteronmy 18:10-11 – God tells us not to have anything to do with witches and 

wizards and spells and things like that. 

Mom, dad and I watched Rockids on Saturday so that we could see what they 

teach and what the show was all about so that I could do this message.  They are 

making it all seem so fun!  Everyone is dancing and having a good time!  With 

their music they are teaching the kids to jump and be excited.  They are not 

teaching the kids how to worship in spirit and truth.  How to really sing to the 

Lord from your heart.  They are not teaching little kids about who God really is 

and what He expects from us.  They just have a good time and an attitude of 
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anything goes.  Mom saw that they are imitating the world.  They had a band like 

the Beatles, a band like the Beach Boys, a group like what used to be on Soul 

Train.  The message seemed to be just have fun.  That is like what the occult 

believes, if you like it, do it.  But that is not what God says.  We are supposed to 

obey Him and love Him.  He wants what is best for us and if we always do what 

we like, we can get into big trouble. 

Kids, if your parents aren’t monitoring what you watch, then you be responsible 

and don’t watch stuff like this.   

We are living very close to the time that Jesus will come to take us with Him to 

heaven and the world is getting more and more evil and wicked.  We have to do 

all we can to stay away from the traps the devil sets for us.  Live to put a smile on 

God’s face and not the devil’s.  God wants your heart. 

 

***Prayer of Salvation*** 

 

 

Kids have a short attention span, but you parents are still responsible for training 

up your kids in the ways of the Lord.  You will answer to God for what you have 

allowed your kids to watch and if you taught them or not. 

 

Parents, there is more information in the notes to this message and links to the 

research if you go to the church website you will find it all there on the sermons 

page. 
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An example of what Chelsea Road Productions and TriCord Media produce.  These 

are the companies involved in this new production “Rockids”.  This has a dragon 

(satan) and there is magic with the daisies and the song.  When you begin to see 

elements such as ice it is usually alluding to witchcraft who worship “mother 

nature” and use alchemy in what they do. 
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You can watch the clips to this in the link below.  Presented as wholesome, but 

pushing the envelope and not Godly. 

Formed by Bruce Stacey 

 

Look at who Crossroads produces: These people are worldy and not about Jesus  

Christ.  Here is the mixing of the world with something supposedly Christian. 
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From 2010 until 2015, Chelsea Road Productions Inc. (and Stacey) worked for and 

in partnership with the Crossroads Global Media Group, where Stacey served as 

Chief Content Officer and President of Tricord Media Inc. giving oversight to 

original content development and Tricord Media Inc's license distribution.   

Bruce Stacey is the link between Chelsea Road Productions and Tricord Media and 

Crossroads which all work together to produce different things.  Now Bruce 

Stacey (God Rocks) and Phil Vischer (Veggie Tales) have now merged their 

cartoons/productions and formed Rockids.   

CROSSROADS: - To the occult, this is known as the place where the physical realm 

meats the spiritual realm and when you are at the crossroads you are open to 

possession.   

Neither company has a pristine image as far as what they produce.  They are both 

looking to the world and mixing worldly stuff in these productions and now into 

this Rockids. 

Here is the official writeup about their merging: 

Published on Dec 12, 2013 
Introducing RocKids TV, a new Bible-based broadcast series for children ages 4 -
10.  
 
The RocKids TV universe is centered around an imaginary TV network that airs fun 
and fantastic shows that teach kids about Jesus and the Bible.  
 
Popular characters from the award-winning God Rocks!® children's group host the 
series from a fantastic home-base set, the cool RocKids TV studio, and exciting 
remote locations.  
 
The series features animation, puppets, songs and live action skits created by 
award-winning children's producers Phil Vischer (VeggieTales®) and Bruce Stacey 
(God Rocks!®). 
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Info. on Rockids Tv (Veggie Tales merged with God Rocks TV) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uf56Y5Jx8c 

Crossroads Media Group 

http://www.crossroads.media/ 

Young Once clips 

http://www.youngonce.ca/ 

Rockids TV Ending Video – jumping and saying “God rocks!” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bETDHOPvsZ4 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5uf56Y5Jx8c
http://www.crossroads.media/
http://www.youngonce.ca/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bETDHOPvsZ4

